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pushpam is a book written by swami
ramakrishna in 19th century. it contains the

philosophy of the advaita vedanta, the spiritual
system of ramakrishna. it is written in the form
of a dialogue between swamiji and his young

disciples, including vivekananda, with whom he
lived. it is a collection of pushpari, or asramas,
which are the monastic vows. each asrama is
regarded as a stage of spiritual development.

pushpam contains six asramas. the first of
these, pushpam, is known as the first stage,
and is also the name of the book. the second
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stage is gorakhpura. the third is agnihotra. the
fourth is alayavijnana. the fifth is anusthana.
the sixth, shravanam, is the seventh asrama.

all the pushpams are chakras. the six
pushpams form a circle. the seven chakras
form a seven-petalled flower. the pushpams
are like the petals of the flower. the seven

chakras are the symbolic forms of the seven
types of spiritual awakening, called brahma
viharas. in the story, the story takes place in

the seventh chakra, and the character of
swamiji gradually changes from a materialist to

an idealist. he later becomes a sanyasi. the
swami narrates the pushpam story to his

disciple vivekananda, and he tells him that his
physical body is a sannyasi, but he is a

beginner in spiritual life. mantrapushpam is a
collection of mantras printed in devanagari
script with swara marks. it contains hymns

from 16 upanishads, 13 suktas, as also rudra,
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chamaka and aruna along with ghana-patha
and sama veda mantras. also included are
stotras on prominent gods and goddesses.

please note that the text is in sanskrit
(devanagri) only.
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associated with the teaching of mantras are.
mantra pushpam, swami vivekananda,

ramakrishna math and.. that the teachings of
maha-mantra pushpam (the flower of mantra),.
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ramakrishna math, m. v. ramana,
shankaracharya of kanchi, is the second book i
am reviewing and it has been published only in
english. no other book would be more suitable

to review in this blog on tuesday. since
shankaracharya of kanchi is the most revered

guru of this blog, i am sure that it will be..
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